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ABSTRACT

In this first part of a two-part study, the mechanisms that accomplish the warming in the eye of tropical

cyclones are investigated through a potential temperature budget analysis of an idealized simulation. The

spatial structure of warming varies substantially with time. During rapid intensification (RI), the warming is

maximized at midlevels, and as a consequence, the perturbation temperature is always maximized in this

region.

At the start of RI, total advection of potential temperature is the only significant term contributing to

warming the eye. However, for a substantial portion of RI, the region of most rapid warming actually un-

dergoes mean ascent. The net advective warming is shown to be a result of eddy radial advection of potential

temperature, dominated by a wavenumber-1 feature that is likely due to a dynamic instability. At a sufficient

intensity, mean vertical advective warming becomes concentrated in a narrow zone just inward of the eyewall.

In agreement with prior studies, this advective tendency is largely canceled by diabatic cooling. Subgrid-scale

horizontal diffusion of potential temperature plays a surprisingly large role in the maintenance of the warm-

core structure, and when the storm is intense, yields a negative tendency that can be of the samemagnitude as

advective warming.

1. Introduction

A defining characteristic of tropical cyclones is that

they are warmer than their environment throughout

most of the depth of the troposphere. As such, they are

referred to as ‘‘warm-core’’ vortices. To a first approxi-

mation, tropical cyclones are in thermal wind balance

(Willoughby 1990), and so this warm core is associated

with the strength of the primary circulation (i.e., the

tangential winds) decreasing with height above the top

of the boundary layer (where a maximum is generally

found; e.g., Franklin et al. 2003).1 These characteristics

have been known for many years, and there are numerous

studies that comment in some manner on the warm-

core nature of tropical cyclones. Given this, surpris-

ingly little is known about the details of the warm core,

including the height at which it is most typically maxi-

mized, the variability of this height with intensity, size,

and environment, and even the mechanisms by which

the warming is accomplished. This is primarily for two

reasons: in situ mid- and upper-tropospheric observa-

tions of tropical cyclones are very rare in the last 40 yr,

and a few early case studies from the 1960s and 1970s

(La Seur andHawkins 1963; Hawkins andRubsam 1968;

Hawkins and Imbembo 1976) have dominated many

scientists viewpoints regarding the warm core, leading to

the misperception that much more is known than is ac-

tually the case, as shown in Stern and Nolan (2012,

hereafter SN12). SN12 further showed that in idealized

numerical simulations, the warm core was generally

maximized in the midtroposphere (4–8 km), in contrast

to what is widely believed to be a preferred upper-

tropospheric (above 10 km) maximum (Halverson et al.

2006; Holland 1997; Knaff et al. 2004; Braun 2002;

Emanuel 1986; Wang 2001; Powell et al. 2009). In this

study, we continue to investigate the mean structure and

variability of the warm core in numerical simulations,
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1 Note that the rapid decrease of tangential winds with height in

the (;1 km) layer just above the maximum is not a consequence of

the warm-core nature of tropical cyclones. Rather, it is associated

with the height variation of unbalanced flow (Kepert 2001; Stern

and Nolan 2011).
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and examine the mechanisms by which this structure is

achieved, through analysis of a potential temperature

budget.

At a fundamental level, a warm core exists because

there is a negative radial gradient of equivalent potential

temperature ue in the boundary layer, associated with

a negative radial gradient in surface fluxes, which are

ultimately responsible for the genesis, intensification,

and steady-state maintenance of tropical cyclones

(Emanuel 1986). When deep convection erupts in the

eyewall, this gradient in boundary layer ue becomes

manifest as a gradient in potential temperature u and

temperatureT as a result of condensational heating. The

diabatic heating (or more precisely, its radial gradient)

drives a deep secondary circulation (the radial and

vertical flows), with upward motion where there is

heating, and compensating subsidence on either side of

the heating (Eliassen 1951; Schubert and Hack 1982;

Hack and Schubert 1986; Nolan et al. 2007; Pendergrass

and Willoughby 2009). This is the generally accepted

paradigm, although there are alternative theories re-

garding the source of the subsidence (Smith 1980). The

descent inward of the eyewall is believed to lead to

the formation of a nearly cloud-free central region (i.e.,

the ‘‘eye’’) and to its further warming relative to the

(already warm) eyewall (Shapiro and Willoughby 1982;

Vigh and Schubert 2009). Much uncertainty remains

about the precise mechanism by which this forced de-

scent occurs, as well as regarding the vertical distribu-

tion andmagnitude of descent, and its variability in time.

Presumably, the distribution of warming in space and

time is determined to a large degree by the distribution

of vertical advection of u. This in turn is related to the

distribution of descent and static stability in the eye.

However, very few systematic investigations into the

time evolution of the eye warming and the relative im-

portance of the various terms that may contribute to

such warming have been conducted. Kurihara (1975)

performed a temperature budget analysis of an axi-

symmetric simulation with 20-km horizontal grid spac-

ing and 11 vertical levels. He found that the temperature

increase in the ‘‘eyewall’’ was the result of a small pos-

itive residual between diabatic heating and adiabatic

cooling. Owing to the coarse resolution, the simulation

could not resolve an eye. Kurihara and Bender (1982)

presented a temperature budget over a 10-min period

(during which the storm was intense and near steady-

state) for a simulation using a three-dimensional hy-

drostatic model with parameterized convection (and no

explicit microphysics), with 5-km grid spacing and 11

vertical levels. They found that a warming tendency

fromweakmean descent in the eye was largely balanced

by cooling from eddies (primarily horizontal), and that

the effects of diffusion (vertical and horizontal) were

small above the boundary layer.

Zhang et al. (2002, hereafter ZLY02) performed

a detailed potential temperature budget analysis of

a simulation of Hurricane Andrew (1992), at 6-km grid

spacing and with 23 vertical levels. The azimuthal mean

u budget was calculated over a 1-h period (using data

every 5 min) during which the simulated Andrew was

very intense, yet still intensifying. ZLY02 found a nar-

row zone of diabatic cooling along the eye/eyewall in-

terface, coinciding with the axis of strongest mean

descent. Decomposing total advection, ZLY02 found

that this zone of diabatic cooling was reinforced by ra-

dial advective cooling, and opposed by vertical advec-

tive warming, with the total advection yielding a positive

tendency in this region. As this net advective warming

largely cancelled the diabatic cooling, the actual tem-

perature change over this 1-h period was relatively small

and did not resemble the distribution of any one budget

term. As compared to advection and diabatic heating,

ZLY02 found that the combined contributions of the

PBL scheme and subgrid-scale diffusion were relatively

small above the boundary layer, and that the radiative

tendency was negligible.

While the simulation and budget analysis of ZLY02

yielded many interesting results, there are a few im-

portant limitations. One is that 6-km grid spacing is still

rather coarse for representing convection and the

structure of the eye/eyewall, as is the use of only 23

vertical levels. The other concern is that the budget was

only examined over a 1-h period, and it is unclear how

representative changes over such a short period are of

either longer-period trends or of a hypothetical quasi-

steady-state average. For example, the pattern of net

temperature change found by ZLY02 consisted of

cooling in the eye below 7 km (and in much of the

eyewall), and warming in the eye above. ZLY02 con-

cluded that such a pattern is ‘‘. . . consistent with the

development and strengthening of a warm-cored eye . . . .’’

It is unknown whether or not the temperature change

over the whole period of intensification is actually con-

sistent with this picture, and it seems unlikely that a net

eyewall cooling would occur. Further, the warming of

the eye was said to be due to ‘‘slow subsidence warm-

ing,’’ yet ZLY02’s Fig. 3 indicates that radial advection

is about the same magnitude but of opposite sign to

vertical advection. Ultimately, the above deficiencies

render some of the interpretations in ZLY02 question-

able. Therefore, much uncertainty remains regarding

the pattern and mechanisms of temperature change in

the eye of tropical cyclones.

In the control simulation of SN12, the maximum

perturbation temperature was found at 5–6-km height
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throughout most of the simulation and, as mentioned

above, a midlevel maximum was characteristic of a wide

range of simulations. Here, we use potential tempera-

ture budgets to attempt to understand what leads to such

a structure, and why it is different from what conven-

tional wisdom suggests (i.e., an upper-level maximum).

Section 2 describes the model setup and basic charac-

teristics of the evolution of a new simulation that we

examine. In section 3, we present the budget results for

this simulation. In section 4, we synthesize our results

and present conclusions.

2. Warm-core structure of simulation

a. Model setup and description of simulation

We use theWeather Research and Forecasting model

(WRF), version 3.1.1, to simulate the evolution of an

idealized hurricane on a doubly periodic f plane ( f 5
5.0 3 1025 s21). The SST (288C), initial vortex profile,

and environmental sounding (the moist-tropical sound-

ing of Dunion 2011) are identical to those of the control

simulation of SN12, as are the choice of parameteriza-

tion schemes. Briefly, this includes the Yonsei Univer-

sity (YSU) (Hong et al. 2006) and the WRF single-

moment six-class microphysics (WSM6) (Hong and Lim

2006) schemes for parameterization of the planetary

boundary layer and of microphysics, respectively, and

we use no parameterization of either convection or ra-

diation.We use 40 vertical levels, and a triply-nested grid,

with 18-, 6-, and 2-km horizontal grid spacing. The only

significant change from SN12 is that here we simulate

a hurricane in a quiescent environment, whereas SN12

used a 5 m s21 mean easterly flow. To distinguish the

current simulation from the control simulation of SN12,

hereafter we refer to the new simulation as NOFLOW.

The absence of mean flow is less realistic, but for reasons

discussed later, it is necessary for being able to calculate

an accurate budget. Nevertheless, the evolution of in-

tensity in NOFLOW is broadly similar to that of the

control of SN12 (and nearly identical through 48 h), as

shown in Fig. 1. The intensification rate in SN12 slows

after 48 h, while in NOFLOW the storm continues rap-

idly deepening for another 12–18 h. There are two pro-

nounced periods ofweakening evident inNOFLOW(72–

96 and 120–144 h) that are absent from SN12. However,

the maximum 10-m wind speed Vmax10 achieved is nearly

the same in both cases (;70 m s21), and differences in

Vmax10 are almost always less than 10 m s21 (Fig. 1b).

b. Evolution of the warm core

Wedefine ‘‘the environment’’ to be the (time evolving)

mean temperature averaged in the 550–650-km annulus

(as in SN12). This definition is consistent with those used

in recent observational studies (Knaff et al. 2004;

Halverson et al. 2006). Figure 2 shows the radius–height

structure of perturbation temperature for NOFLOW,

every 24 h starting at 0000 UTC day 2 (cf. Fig. 2 of

SN12). Starting from an initial condition where per-

turbation temperature is maximized at about 5.5 km

(not shown), the maximum elevates to 7 km after 24 h

(whereas in SN12, the maximum elevated to 9 km). This

midlevel maximum lowers to 6 km by day 3 and 5 km by

day 4 and then rises to 6.5 km on days 5 and 6, and near

8 km by day 7. The general phenomenon of a primary

midlevel maximum (4–8 km) in perturbation tempera-

ture is consistent with the 15 simulations of SN12. In

addition to this primary maximum, two other secondary

maxima are seen at times: a low-level maximum near

2 km on day 3, and an upper-level maximum from

FIG. 1. For NOFLOW and for the control simulation of SN12,

time series of (a) minimum sea level pressure, and (b) maximum

10-m wind speed.
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12–14 km evident on days 4 and 5. This upper-level

maximum was also seen at times in all of the simulations

of SN12 but was almost always weaker than themidlevel

maximum.

An interesting feature is seen on days 3 and 4, where

the perturbation temperature (and therefore the tem-

perature itself) is maximized well away from the center

at about 9–12-km height. This phenomenon can also be

seen in many of the simulations of SN12 (though not

discussed, cf. their Figs. 2 and 4). On day 4, this off-

center maximum is associated with the existence of

a local minimum (in both radius and height) in pertur-

bation temperature at the storm center in this layer.

Inward of the maximum perturbation temperature, the

radial temperature gradient is positive, and so through

thermal wind balance will be associated with tangential

winds increasing with height in this region. This is con-

firmed in Fig. 3 (also cf. Fig. 1 of SN12), which shows

radius–height snapshots of azimuthal-mean tangential

wind every 24 h. Inside of 30-km radius, a minimum in

tangential wind can be seen near 9-km height on days 3

and 4, with winds increasing upward to a local maximum

at 13 km. Later, the tangential wind minimum fades

away, consistent with the fact that the temperature be-

comes maximized at the center. Because of the diffi-

culty in observing the wind and temperature fields in

the upper-level eye, it is unknown if these structures

are realistic. However, the temperature structure is

reminiscent of the ‘‘warm-ring’’ structure shown by

Schubert et al. (2007) to occur at low levels in some

tropical cyclones. They attributed the existence of this

feature to the descent in the eye being maximized away

from the center, which they showed theoretically to

occur for storms with large eyes and/or high inertial

stability in the eye. An off-center maximum in pertur-

bation temperature at low-levels (1–4 km) is also evi-

dent in NOFLOW on and after day 5 (Fig. 2), and there

is also a subtle increase of winds with height in the eye at

these levels (Fig. 3).

3. Budget analysis

a. Evolution of temperature change and its
relationship to perturbation temperature

In this section, we present budgets of u in order to gain

insight into the relevant processes that determine the

magnitude and distribution of warming in the eye.While

the warm core is generally defined in terms of temper-

ature (as we do here), it is simpler to calculate and in-

terpret a budget of u since u is approximately conserved

in the absence of diabatic heating. Figure 4 shows con-

secutive 12-h changes in potential temperatureDu. From
an examination of the 12 h changes in temperature DT,

FIG. 2. Perturbation temperature for NOFLOW, every 24 h starting at 0000UTCday 2. The contour interval is 0.58C, and the 08, 48, 88, 128,
and 168C contours are thickened.
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it is clear that the structure of changes in these two

variables is qualitatively the same (not shown), and

so we can safely use a u budget to understand the

evolution of the warm core as defined by perturbation

temperature.

Consistent with thermal wind balance, the greatest

warming of the eye occurs during the period of most

rapid intensification of the wind field, and periods of

weakening exhibit cooling throughout much of the eye.

There is large time variability in the spatial structure of

Du, with the maxima and minima being found at dif-

ferent heights for different periods of the simulation.

However, this variability does not necessarily manifest

as changes in the height of maximum perturbation

temperature (i.e., the warm core).

Warming of the entire eye below 15 km occurs from

0000 to 1200 UTC day 2, the start of a 36-h period of

rapid intensification (RI).2 An absolute maximum oc-

curs at 2-km height, and a secondary maximum is found

at 7 km. The low-level maximum in Du is not present

during the following 12 h, and there is cooling in the

lowest kilometer (more pronounced in DT). The maxi-

mum Du for this period is found at 5.75-km height, and

there is a secondary maximum at 14.75 km. Because of

the large warming concentrated from 5 to 7 km on day 2,

the maximum perturbation temperature becomes es-

tablished at midlevels (Fig. 2b).3 A secondary maxi-

mum in perturbation temperature is seen near 2 km at

0000 UTC day 3 (Fig. 2b), and this is a result of the

maximum warming being found there during the first

12 h of day 2. It can also be seen that the off-center

maximum in perturbation temperature from 9–12-km

height on days 3 and 4 is a result of the region within and

just inward of the eyewall (;25–50 km) warming more

rapidly than at the center on day 2.

The final 12 h of RI (0000–1200 UTC day 3) yields

the largest u changes, with a primary maximum at

4.5 km, and a secondary maximum at 14.5 km. Note

that in terms of T (not shown) most of the eyewall ex-

periences weak cooling at this time, although u con-

tinues to increase as pressure falls. As a result of

the height of maximum warming moving downward

slightly, the level of maximum perturbation temperature

FIG. 3. Azimuthal mean tangential wind (color filled every 2 m s21), every 24 h starting at 0000 UTC day 2. Contours are thickened

every 20 m s21, starting from 10 m s21. Radial velocity is contoured in white at 12 (solid) and 22 (dashed) m s21. Vertical velocity is

contoured in dashed magenta at 10.1 m s21, and in solid magenta at 11, 13, and 15 m s21.

2 In this budget analysis, we treat the eye as the region inside of

the annulus of deep convection, whichwe (arbitrarily) define by the

10 cm s21 azimuthal mean updraft. We note that by some defini-

tions of the eye (Vigh et al. 2012), an eye does not form in our

simulation until the beginning of day 2.

3 Note that, although the perturbation temperature ismaximized

at 5.5 km in the initial condition (not shown), this does not actually

have any noticeable effect on the long-term evolution, as shown in

Stern (2010).
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FIG. 4. Twelve-hour changes in azimuthal mean u, for consecutive 12-h periods beginning 0000–1200 UTC day 1. Contours are every

0.58C from210.08 to110.08C (color bar from26.08 to16.08C), with the zero contour thickened. The 12-h-mean10.10 m s21 azimuthal

mean vertical velocity is contoured in magenta. Note that the radial scale has been restricted to the inner 50 km, so as to focus on the eye.
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moves down to 5 km by 1200 UTC day 3, and the dis-

tinct low-level maximum is eliminated. From an ex-

amination of DT over shorter time intervals (not

shown), it is clear that the height of the primary max-

imum in warming lowers quasi-continuously during RI.

The continued existence of a secondary upper-level

maximum in Du leads to the formation of a secondary

maximum in perturbation temperature near 14 km at

1200 UTC day 3.

For the next three 12-h periods (1200 UTC day

3–0000 UTC day 5), the absolute maximum Du occurs

at upper-levels (10–12.5 km), there is no midlevel

maximum, and for the latter 24 h there is actually

cooling near the height of maximum perturbation

temperature (and the intensity weakens). Despite this,

the warm-core maximum remains at midlevels (al-

though it does move upward to 6.5 km by 0000 UTC

day 5). In fact, it is the upper-level warm-core maxi-

mum that becomes less distinct by the end of this

period, as the warming is strongest near the region (9–

12 km) where perturbation temperature was previously

a minimum. Very strong cooling occurs in the lower to

midtroposphere within the eye, with the level of stron-

gest cooling rising upward from 1.25 to 2.75 km during

this 36-h period. There is a corresponding rise of the

level of maximum static stability (not shown), which is

indicative of sustained mean ascent within the low-level

eye, and the base of the temperature inversion rises from

500 m to 2.5 km (not shown). This low-level cooling is

reversed on day 5 during a period of renewed in-

tensification, and warming occurs throughout much of

the eye, maximized at 2.5–3.0 km. Despite a maximum

in warming well below the height of the maximum in

perturbation temperature, the height of the maximum

warm core does not change, as its amplitude is now quite

large (.168C).
A second period of weakening occurs on day 6, and

this is also associated with very large cooling [as much as

298C (12 h)21] at low- andmidlevels, strongest between

2- and 3.5-km heights. Substantial cooling is present up

to 7-km height, and as a result, the height of the maxi-

mum perturbation temperature rises to near 8 km

(where Du is near zero) by 0000 UTC day 7. In a reversal

from the previous day, there is weak warming in the

lowest 1 or 2 km of the eye. Finally, on day 7 there is

slight intensification of the storm followed by a near

steady state, and this corresponds with a period (0000–

1200 UTC) of warming throughout the eye (maximized

at 3.5 km), followed by a period (1200–0000 UTC) of

near-zero Du in much of the eye. As Du is larger below

than at 8 km, the height of maximum perturbation

temperature moves downward again on day 7 (not

shown).

b. A potential temperature budget

We now investigate the mechanisms by which the

changes in T and u described in the previous subsection

occur. This is accomplished by calculating a budget of

azimuthal mean u, based on the following equation:

Du5 (TADV1HEAT1PBL1HDIF)Dt . (3.1)

Du is the actual change in potential temperature over

a given period (Dt 5 12 h, except where made explicit

otherwise). TADV is the tendency on azimuthal mean u

from the total advection (horizontal plus vertical).

HEAT is the tendency from azimuthal mean diabatic

heating. PBL is the tendency from the boundary layer

parameterization scheme, which in addition to tenden-

cies within the boundary layer itself, yields tendencies

from subgrid-scale vertical diffusion throughout the free

atmosphere. HDIF is the tendency from subgrid-scale

horizontal diffusion and also includes the effects of

sixth-order numerical diffusion, as well as Rayleigh

damping above 16 km.4 At each available time, each of

the four terms on the RHS of (3.1) is taken directly from

model output, and then azimuthally averaged following

the procedure described in Stern and Nolan (2011).

These tendencies (K s21) are averaged over the time

period corresponding to Du and then are multiplied by

the length of the period to yield equivalent units (for

most cases presented, in kelvins per 12 h).

As far as we are aware, no previous study of a tropical

cyclone temperature or potential temperature budget

has shown the accuracy of their calculations. There are

a number of different pathways that may introduce er-

rors into such budgets, including interpolation from

model surfaces to a regular grid, missing terms, sampling

frequency, and the effect of storm motion.5,6 This latter

4 We use standard second-order horizontal diffusion on model

coordinate surfaces (‘‘diff_opt51’’ in WRF). The eddy viscosity is

the standard first-order Smagorinsky scheme, based on the de-

formation and a mixing length (which is proportional to grid-

spacing; ‘‘km_opt54’’ in WRF).
5 In WRF, it is only possible to output the advective tendency

after the ‘‘big’’ advective time steps. There are acoustic steps after

each of the 3 big substeps of the RK3 integration. We output the

tendency after the last of these big steps, which necessarily neglects

any changes that occur in the final set of acoustic steps. This error is

believed to be small.
6 When the storm center moves, the set of gridpoints at which

terms are evaluated changes, and so there is a change in mean u at

these times that is not given by any of the forcing terms. Ideally, it

should be possible to account for this by calculating the storm-

relative advection. However, this is not easily done within a simu-

lation, and interpolation errors were too large when attempting to

do this outside the model.
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effect can be surprisingly large and is the reason that we

examine the NOFLOW simulation in this study, instead

of the control simulation of SN12.7 Figure 5 shows Du,
the sum of the RHS of (3.1), and the difference between

them (i.e., the error) for periods of 1 min and 1 h, within

the RI phase of the simulation, using data output at

1-min intervals. The error is quite small for the 1-min

period, and in most of the regions with substantial Du, it
is only a few percent. Over the 1-h period, the errors are

somewhat larger, but qualitatively, RHS and Du agree

rather well. We chose this period to illustrate that there

can be significant transient fluctuations in Du on hourly

time scales that are not representative of the long-term

evolution of the storm. In this case, there is a deep layer

of cooling from 2- to 7-km heights inside of 15-km ra-

dius, and this occurs within the RI phase. From looking

at Du over the 12-h period (Fig. 4d), it can be seen that

this 1-h cooling is unrepresentative. This raises doubts

about the robustness of the budget analysis and in-

terpretation of ZLY02, who only examined a single 1-h

period.

Figure 6 shows the errors for five different 12-h pe-

riods (described further below) using 6-min data. The

errors tend to increase as the period over which the

budget is assessed increases, and for some periods,

the errors can be quite large. However, the largest errors

are in the regions of large gradient, not the locations of

the maxima. It is clear that the magnitudes and spatial

organizations of RHS and Du agree well qualitatively,

and so our budget calculations are sufficiently accurate

for purposes of determining the relative importance of

the various terms which contribute to the warming of

the eye.

Figure 7 shows the four terms that sum to the RHS of

(3.1) (using 6-min data), for the three consecutive 12-h

time periods from 0000 UTC day 2 to 1200 UTC day 3

(during RI), the period from 0000 to 1200 UTC day 4 (a

period of near-steady-state intensity), and the period

from 0000 to 1200UTCday 6 (during weakening).8 Each

plot is contoured from26.0 to16.0 K (12 h)21, with the

same color bar as for Du in Fig. 4. The magnitudes of

diabatic heating and advection greatly exceed this range

in the eyewall [e.g., almost 1000 K (12 h)21 on day 6].

FIG. 5. (a),(d) The change in u (Du), (b),(e) the sum of the right-hand-side of (3.1) (RHS), and (c),(f) the difference betweenDu andRHS

(error). These are shown for periods of (a)–(c) 1 min and (d)–(f) 1 h. Note that the range and contour intervals are different in each row.

The contour intervals are 0.025 and 0.1 K for the top and bottom rows, respectively. The period-averaged azimuthal mean contour of

10.1 m s21 vertical velocity is in magenta.

7 The storm in SN12 moves steadily westward. As expected, the

storm in NOFLOW does not move much, but it does drift from its

initial location by about 20–40 km throughout the 7-day simula-

tion, and moves 50 km southward during the final 18 h (not

shown).

8 For this simulation, we have carefully compared budgets

computed with different output frequencies and found that 12-h

budgets from 6-min output were very similar to those from 1-min

output.
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for five different 12-h periods, using 6-min data. This is shown for (top to bottom) 0000–1200 UTC day 2, 1200–

0000UTC day 2, 0000–1200UTC day 3, 0000–1200 UTC day 4, and 0000–1200 UTC day 6. Each field is contoured from210.0 to110.0 K

(color bar from 26.0 to 16.0 K), every 0.5 K. The zero contour is thickened, and in each panel, the 10.10 m s21 contour of (time

averaged) azimuthal mean vertical velocity is in magenta.
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These two terms largely cancel each other in regions of

significant diabatic heating, and we wish to focus on the

much smaller tendencies that occur within the eye.

Looking first at 0000–1200UTC day 2 (Figs. 7a–d), it can

be seen that inside of the region of substantial diabatic

heating, TADV is the only significant term, and so it is

clear (cf. Fig. 4c) that the magnitude and spatial distri-

bution of warming in the nascent eye is largely due to

advection. PBL is large in a thin layer near the surface,

and cooling tendencies as large as 20.5 K (12 h)21 ex-

tend upward to 3 km near the eye/eyewall interface.

At this time, HDIF is negligibly small, except in the

FIG. 7. (left to right) The tendency on azimuthal mean u from total advection (TADV), diabatic heating (HEAT), the PBL scheme

including vertical diffusion (PBL), and horizontal diffusion including Rayleigh damping (HDIF). This is shown for (top to bottom) 0000–

1200 UTC day 2, 1200–0000 UTC day 2, 0000–1200 UTC day 3, 0000–1200 UTC day 4, and 0000–1200 UTC day 6. Each field is contoured

from 26.0 to 16.0 K (12 h)21, every 0.5 K (12 h)21. The zero contour is thickened, and in each panel, the 10.10 m s21 contour of

(time averaged) azimuthal mean vertical velocity is in magenta.
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Rayleigh damping layer (.16-km height). In the sub-

sequent 12-h period (Figs. 7e–h), TADV exhibits a max-

imum at about 6 km, with a tendency of greater than 6 K

(12 h)21 inside of 20-km radius. There is a secondary

maximum near 14.5-km height that extends radially

throughout the eye. Note that between 10- and 12-km

heights, TADV is maximized well away from the center

(25–40-km radius). All of these features are quite similar

to those seen in Du (Fig. 4d), and so total advection of

potential temperature can largely explain the distribution

of warming throughoutmost of the eye during this period.

Just inward of the eyewall, there are narrow local

maxima in TADV at low and midlevels. These tenden-

cies do not manifest as similar changes in u, as Du de-

creases monotonically with increasing radius here. It can

be seen that there are similarly shaped regions of dia-

batic cooling along the eye/eyewall interface that largely

cancel the advective tendencies (consistent with

ZLY02). The effects of horizontal diffusion, while still

relatively small, have increased substantially from the

first 12-h period, with a broad region of less than20.5 K

(12 h)21 in a 15-km-wide zone just inward of the eye-

wall. The strongest diffusive cooling tends to be nearly

collocated with local maxima in advective warming. So,

while advection is the only important term contributing

to Du in the region near the center of the eye, as the

intensity of the storm increases, other terms become

significant in the outer portion of the eye.

During the final 12-h period of RI (0000–1200 UTC

day 3), the features seen on the latter half of day 2 be-

come further accentuated (Figs. 7i–l). The height of the

midlevel maximum in TADV lowers somewhat, con-

sistent with the change in Du, and TADV increases with

height from a minimum at 8 km to a secondary maxi-

mum near 14 km, also consistent with Du. A narrow

(;5 km wide) zone of intense diabatic cooling lies just

inward of the sloping eyewall throughout the free tro-

posphere. As in the previous period, this cooling cancels

much of the advective warming in this region. HDIF has

now become rather large in a 10–15-km-wide region

inward of the eyewall, with local extrema from near the

surface to 2.5 km and from 7- to 9-km heights. That

HDIF can be of the same magnitude as HEAT and

TADV is somewhat in contrast to ZLY02, although

their Fig. 2 indicates that the maximum diffusive cooling

in their simulated Andrew was as large as 25% of the

maximum diabatic cooling.9

The period from 0000 to 1200 UTC day 4 is one of

near-zero change in terms of minimum sea level pressure

(MSLP) and slight weakening in terms ofVmax10 (Fig. 1).

As seen in Fig. 4g, the structure of Du in the eye at this

time is characterized by slight warming from the sur-

face to 1 km, strong cooling near 2 km, weaker cooling

extending to 6 km, and moderate warming from 6 to

16 km, maximized near 10.5 km. Unlike in the three

previous periods examined, this structure is not really

reflected by the TADV field (Figs. 7m–p), at least be-

low 8-km height. This is because the cooling from

HDIF is now substantial throughout most of the low-

and midlevel eye. In particular, the maximum in TADV

near 6.5 km is largely cancelled by HDIF, leading to the

maximum in Du being near 10.5 km. As TADV in the

center of the eye is substantially smaller than during RI,

the absolute maximum in TADV is now along the edge

of the eyewall at nearly all heights. Again, however, this

does not lead to maxima in the Du field (and there is

actually net cooling in much of this region), due to dia-

batic cooling and (to a lesser extent) HDIF. The cooling

in the midlevel eye appears to be due to a combination

of TADV and HDIF, and the strong cooling near 2 km

has contributions from TADV, HDIF, and PBL, which

is now large and negative from 1- to 2-km height. A thin

layer of diabatic heating in the eye from 1 to 2 km par-

tially offsets the cooling. The weak warming of the

lowest kilometer is due to PBL, which outweighs the

cooling from the other terms in this layer.

In many ways, the structure of the different terms of

(3.1) on 0000–1200 UTC day 6 (Fig. 7, fifth row) is sim-

ilar to that two days earlier. The storm is at peak inten-

sity at the beginning of this period but undergoes a

relatively large weakening during these 12 h. There is

very large cooling from 2- to 4-km height inside the eye

(Fig. 4k), owing to a combination of TADV and PBL.

Weaker cooling from 4 to 8 km near the center and

extending throughout the troposphere in the outer

portion of the eye is due entirely to HDIF. TADV is

actually positive throughout the eye from 4- to 14-km

height, and it is the substantial cooling from HDIF that

renders the net u tendency negative everywhere except

for a relatively small area near the center from 8- to 13-

km height, a region where HDIF is small. Once again,

there is strong advective warming at the eye/eyewall

interface that is cancelled by equally strong diabatic

cooling. That this occurs during a period of substantial

weakening indicates that the existence and strength of

these features is related to the intensity of the storm and

not to the intensity trend. A zone of moderate advective

warming extends inward from 25- to 15-km radius within

the eye, and this is entirely cancelled byHDIF. It is clear

that for this simulation, horizontal diffusion plays an

9 While ZLY02 do not make clear what precisely is included in

their ‘‘PBL and diffusion’’ term, it appears that it includes both

vertical and horizontal diffusion, and that horizontal diffusion is

the main contributor to this term above the boundary layer.
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important role in the maintenance of temperature

within the eye, once the storm is sufficiently intense.

c. Decomposing advection into horizontal and
vertical, mean and eddy

As presented in the previous subsection, TADV rep-

resents the contribution to Du from the total advection.

It would be useful to separately output the tendencies

from horizontal and vertical advection. Unfortunately,

this cannot be easily done within WRF, because the

individual terms are calculated in flux form, and so while

their sum is equal to total advection, individually the

fluxes do not correspond to their respective advections.

To examine the horizontal and vertical advective ten-

dencies, we must calculate them offline from the radial

(u) and vertical (w) wind fields and from the u field, after

we have calculated azimuthal means and interpolated

these fields onto a regular radius–height grid. This in-

troduces additional errors, which are not always negli-

gible, especially in regions of large gradients. Within the

eye, however, the sum of the interpolated terms is

qualitatively the same as TADV from the direct model

output (not shown), and so we can use them to gain

further insight into the budget. In addition to separating

advection into its horizontal and vertical components,

we further split each of these terms into amean and eddy

tendency. For example, the tendencies on azimuthal

mean u from azimuthal mean radial and vertical ad-

vection are RADVM52u(›/›r)u and VADVM5
2w(›/›z)u, respectively. The tendencies on azimuthal

mean u from the eddy advections can be written in terms

of the divergences of eddy fluxes (flux form), given

by RADVE52(›/›r)(u9u9)2 (u9u9/r) and VADVE5
2(›/›z)(w9u9). In the above definitions, the overbars

denote the azimuthal mean, and the primes denote the

deviation from the azimuthal mean. Figure 8 shows

these four terms for the same respective periods as

shown in Fig. 7.

A few common characteristics can be seen at all times

for these advection terms. First, well inside the eye,

RADVM is always small, as both the mean radial u

gradient and mean u go to zero as the center is ap-

proached. Second, once a sufficient intensity is reached,

a narrow zone of radial advective cooling develops along

the eye/eyewall interface. This inflow axis is coincident

with the axis of maximum descent and diabatic cooling,

consistent with the results of ZLY02.

VADVM is often the largest component of TADV

inside the eye, as expected. However, it is not always the

largest component at the location of maximum Du. In
fact, during 0000–1200 UTC day 2 (Figs. 8a–d), VADVM

is actually negative (cooling tendency) throughout the

eye from 6- to 8.5-km height. Since u increases with

height, this means that there is actually mean ascent over

a 12-h period in the midlevel eye (Fig. 9a, further dis-

cussed in section 3e), during RI. Further, as net warming

(and TADV) is a positive maximum in this region, some

process other than mean vertical advection must be re-

sponsible for the largest warming during this period. It

can be seen that this process is eddy radial advection

(RADVE).

In the same region where VADVM is negative,

RADVE is a positive maximum. In the following 12-h

period (1200–0000UTC day 2, second row), RADVE is

also large and maximized near 6 km (the height of

maximum Du), and VADVM is near zero from 6–8 km.

In general, the regions of significant RADVE in the eye

are collocated with opposite-signed regions of signifi-

cant VADVM. Note that the midlevel TADV maxi-

mum during intensification is not always due to

RADVE: during the 12-h period of greatest warming

(0000–1200 UTC day 3, Figs. 8i–l), VADVM is maxi-

mized at the height of greatest Du, while RADVE is

relatively small there. During this period, it is also evi-

dent that the local minimum in TADV (and Du) near

8 km is a result of VADVM being minimized near this

height.

d. Why is RADVE positive in the eye during
intensification?

One of the more interesting characteristics of the

budget is that RADVE can be quite substantial well

inside the eye, and that this term appears to be re-

sponsible for most of the midlevel warming during the

first 24 h of RI. This is contrary to our expectation (and

to results from previous studies) that mean vertical ad-

vection would always be the dominant mechanism of

warming. Further, it is somewhat puzzling that the

asymmetries can lead to a warming tendency at all, given

that the mean radial gradient of u is negative. We ad-

dress this conundrum of apparent up-gradient mixing by

carefully examining the u and u fields, their asymme-

tries, and the relationship between them. Figure 10a

shows a storm-centered horizontal cross-section of u at

6.3-km height (near where both Du and RADVE are

maximized) at 1800 UTC day 2.10 While the azimuthal

mean u is maximized at the center at this height (not

shown), the total u is not, and instead it is found 15 km

SSW of the center. The asymmetric components of po-

tential temperature u9 and radial velocity u9 are shown

in Figs. 10b and 10c, respectively. Both fields are

dominated by a coherent wavenumber-1 structure, with

10 These quasi-horizontal cross sections are actually alongmodel

half-levels, and 6.3 km is the mean height of level 23.
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warmer air and inflow to the SSW, and colder air and

outflow to the NNE. Because the u9 and u9 fields are

nearly 1808 out of phase with each other, the sign of the

eddy flux is the same (negative) on both sides of this

couplet (Fig. 10d), and the magnitude of the divergence

of its azimuthal mean is substantial, yielding a warming

tendency inward of the location where the perturbations

are maximized (;25-km radius).

An examination of animations of these fields (not

shown) indicates that while the above-described struc-

ture is not continuously present, it occurs for periods of

1–3 h at a time, and this pattern recurs several times over

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but (left to right) the tendency on azimuthal mean u from azimuthal mean radial advection (RADVM), azimuthal

mean vertical advection (VADVM), eddy radial advection (RADVE), and eddy vertical advection (VADVE). Each field is contoured

from 26.0 to 16.0 K (12 h)21, every 0.5 K (12 h)21. The zero contour is thickened, and in each panel, the 10.10 m s21 contour of

(time averaged) azimuthal mean vertical velocity is in magenta.
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a 12-h period, with the result being that net warming

is accomplished by this mechanism. As this simulation

is performed in a homogeneous and quiescent envi-

ronment on an f plane, there is no environmental

mechanism for forcing such a wavenumber-1 asym-

metry. Accordingly, the peaks in the asymmetric fields

rotate with time, with an apparent period of roughly

2–3 h. The most plausible source of this asymmetry is

the excitement of a wavenumber-1 instability. Nolan

et al. (2001) showed that the wavenumber-1 in-

stability, which exists for any vortex where the angular

velocity is maximized away from the center, repre-

sents a displacement of the low-vorticity core of a

vortex within the larger-scale circulation. This is re-

sponsible for the often-observed trochoidal oscillation

(‘‘wobble’’) of the pressure minimum, and is an im-

portant mechanism for mixing between the eye and the

eyewall. We believe that the asymmetric mixing and

FIG. 9. Azimuthal mean vertical velocity, averaged over consecutive 12-h periods from 6-min data, beginning at 0000 UTC day 2.

Contouring is from 20.1 to 10.1 m s21, every 0.01 m s21. The zero contour is thickened.
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warming we see here is likely a manifestation of this

instability.

e. Structure of mean vertical velocity in the eye

To further aid in our understanding of the budget, we

briefly examine the structure and evolution of time- and

azimuthal-mean vertical velocity in the eye (Fig. 9).

Several important characteristics of the eye descent are

made clear. First, mean descent well inside the eye is

generally quite small (compared to the instantaneous

local values; not shown), at most 5–6 cm s21 during the

beginning of RI, and 1–3 cm s21 at most other times.

Next, although during the first 12 h of RI, the region of

maximum descent is radially broad and extends to the

center, once a sufficient intensity is reached, descent

becomes concentrated just inward of the eyewall, in

agreement with Liu et al. (1999) and consistent with our

budget analysis (as well as the theory of Schubert et al.

2007). At times, this mean descent can be as large as

10–20 cm s21, and it tends to have two maxima, near

14- and near 2-km height. Near the center of the eye,

descent tends to be maximized near 12–13 km during

periods of intensification. During periods of weakening

or near steady state, there is less structure in the vertical

velocity field. Finally, at all times after 0000 UTC day 2,

there is mean ascent throughout the low-level eye,

generally encompassing the lowest 2–3 km, and in some

periods this layer extends as high as 4–6 km. Comparing

to Fig. 4, it is clear that the large fluctuations in u be-

tween 2 and 4 km are associated with day-to-day re-

versals in the sign of mean vertical velocity in this layer.

In the second part of this study (Stern and Zhang 2012,

manuscript submitted to J. Atmos. Sci., hereafter Part

II), we will examine both the mean and instantaneous

FIG. 10. At 1800 UTC day 2, horizontal cross sections at about 6.3-km height of (a) u, (b) the asymmetric com-

ponent of u, (c) the asymmetric component of u, and (d) the radial eddy flux of u. In (a), u is contoured every 1 K, and

the 1 m s21 updraft contour is in white. In (b), asymmetric u is contoured every 0.25 K from23.0 to13.0 K. In (c),

asymmetric u is contoured every 1 m s21. In (d) the eddy flux is contoured every 1 K m s21. In each plot, horizontal

wind vectors are shown every 5 grid points, and range rings are drawn every 10 km.
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vertical velocity fields in greater detail, through trajec-

tory analyses.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we investigated the structure of the

warm core in tropical cyclones, through a detailed po-

tential temperature budget analysis of a simulation

conducted in a quiescent environment. SN12 showed

that across a wide range of simulations, the maximum

perturbation temperature consistently was found at

midlevels (4–8-km height), at all times. Here, we showed

that this is because the very large warming that occurs

during the initial rapid intensification is maximized at

midlevels. During periods of slower intensification,

quasi-steady state, or weakening, the maximum in

warming DT is often found at upper levels (10–12 km),

while the maximum perturbation temperature remains

at midlevels.

During RI, there is a secondary upper-level maximum

in DT near 12–14-km height, leading to the formation of

a similar relative maximum in perturbation tempera-

ture. The entire eye between 2- and 15-km height warms

during periods of intensification. In contrast, during

periods of weakening, while cooling generally occurs in

the lower 6 km of the eye, much of the upper-level eye

continues to warm, leading to an increase in height of the

maximum warm core. Another region where large DT is

often found is near the low-level inversion. The periods

of substantial weakening in our simulation are all asso-

ciated with sustained low-level ascent, a rising inversion,

and therefore strong cooling. This rising of the eye in-

version with weakening was noted byWilloughby (1998)

to be a fairly common (though not ubiquitous) charac-

teristic of observed tropical cyclones. Kossin and Eastin

(2001) presented observational evidence that tropical

cyclones often transition between two distinct thermo-

dynamic and kinematic regimes near the end of periods

of intensification. In regime 1 (intensifying), vorticity

and ue are highest in the eyewall and the eye is very dry,

whereas in regime 2 (often after peak intensity), vor-

ticity is nearly constant within the eye/eyewall (solid-

body rotation), tangential winds increase within the eye,

and the (low-level) eye moistens. Kossin and Eastin

found that this regime transition could be caused by

horizontal mixing between the eye and eyewall as a re-

sult of barotropic instability (Schubert et al. 1999). Ex-

amining profiles of vorticity, tangential wind, and ue (not

shown), it does appear that some (but not all) aspects of

the regime transition do occur on days 4 and 6 in our

simulation. At the same time, it is clear from the bud-

get that the mean vertical advection is responsible for

a large portion of the cooling during these periods.

Therefore, we do not believe that mixing events are di-

rectly responsible for the rising of the inversion in our

simulation.

At the beginning of RI, when the storm is still weak

(Vmax10 , 40 m s21), the greatest warming comes not

from mean subsidence (as there is actually ascent in this

region over a 12–18-h period), but rather from the di-

vergence of the radial eddy flux of u (RADVE), which is

maximized at midlevels. We showed that the eddy fluxes

are likely a consequence of a wavenumber-1 instability

(Nolan et al. 2001). It is unclear if the importance of the

radial eddy fluxes in driving warming of the eye holds

more generally, as we have examined only a single

simulation and in an idealized environment. Neverthe-

less, we have shown that the maximum warming does

not need to be collocated with the maximum vertical

advection, and that net warming can occur where there

is mean ascent.

During the latter part of RI, RADVE becomes less

important, and the mean vertical advection (VADVM)

is responsible for warming the eye. Mean descent tends

to be maximized in the upper troposphere (12–13 km,

Fig. 9), whereas VADVM is maximized in the mid-

troposphere (4–6 km). This is because the static stability

is very small from 8- to 13-km heights (not shown), and

so it is difficult for descent to lead to large warming.

There exists a relative maximum in static stability in the

midtroposphere, and so smaller vertical velocities can

lead to relatively large warming (although there is a

relative maximum in descent as well for at least part of

this period). The tropospheric stability structure is

largely a consequence of the existence of a similar pro-

file in the mean tropical environment, but the maxima/

minima are accentuated by the structure of the warm

core itself (e.g., stability is decreased where net warm-

ing decreases with height). Stability rapidly increases

with height above 13 km in the base of the tropical

tropopause layer, and so the presence of weaker (com-

pared to that at 12 km), yet still significant, descent at

14 km leads to the secondary upper-level maximum in

warming.

As intensification proceeds, VADVM becomes in-

creasingly concentrated along the eye/eyewall interface,

owing to the localization of mean descent just inward of

the eyewall. While the u tendency from vertical advec-

tion becomes small or reverses sign in the interior of the

eye during periods of quasi-steady state or weakening,

the tendencies remain large and positive at the interface,

as the strength of this zone of descent is mostly a func-

tion of the intensity itself. In general, the warming ten-

dency in this region is entirely cancelled by diabatic

cooling and mean radial advection (consistent with the

results of ZLY02). The Doppler radar studies of
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Guimond et al. (2010) and Heymsfield et al. (2001) have

speculated that observations of individual strong

downdrafts (;5–10 m s21) along the eye/eyewall in-

terface during periods of intensification (and rapid

warming of the eye) imply that the warming of the eye is

a direct result of these downdrafts. Our results are not

consistent with this hypothesis, as much of the warming

in our simulation is a result of weak mean subsidence,

and the large downdrafts along the interface do not yield

substantial warming.

Schubert et al. (2007) examined theoretically how

certain distributions of inertial stability allowed for de-

scent to be much larger at the edge of the eye than near

the center. They found that this should occur for large

eyes and/or intense storms, and that this leads to tem-

perature being maximized away from the center. While

our results support this ‘‘warm ring’’ hypothesis, our

simulation also indicates that for a vortex exceeding

a relatively weak intensity threshold, descent is almost

always much stronger at the edge of the eye than at the

center. Confirmation of this requires the examination of

additional simulations, but we suspect that for realistic

vortices, the mean vertical advection will generally act

toward the creation of a warm ring structure throughout

the troposphere. It is the negative tendencies from

HDIF, RADVM, and HEAT that prevent this structure

from occurring at most heights. A warm ring structure is

indeed present from 1- to 4-km heights at and after day 5

in our simulation, and we believe this is largely because

there is frictionally induced ascent (and cooling) near

the center at low-levels.

Somewhat surprisingly, subgrid-scale horizontal dif-

fusion has a large influence on the temperature changes

both at the eye/eyewall interface and well inside the eye.

Once the intensity exceeds about 50 m s21 (regardless

of intensity trend), the diffusive cooling tendency is of

the same magnitude as advective warming tendencies.

The spatial pattern of HDIF is often quite similar to that

of VADVM, thereby preventing net warming from be-

ing maximized away from the center. During some pe-

riods of weakening, it is HDIF that dominates the

cooling of the low- to midtropospheric eye above the

inversion. Significant HDIF near the center is restricted

to heights below about 8 km, and this partially explains

why the maximum warming is often found in the upper

troposphere during periods of quasi–steady state or

weakening. The importance of horizontal diffusion on

the temperature structure of the eye is a new finding, as

far as we are aware. It is consistent however, with the

recent study of Bryan and Rotunno (2009), which

showed that the maximum intensity in axisymmetric

simulations is very sensitive to the strength of the hori-

zontal diffusion. Given that horizontal diffusion is

a parameterization of the effects of unresolved turbu-

lence, the true importance of such turbulence on the

structure of the warm core, and the realism of our sim-

ulation in this respect, remains highly uncertain.

We conclude this study by discussing what we still do

not know: the true mean height of the maximum per-

turbation temperature and the degree to which this

height varies in real tropical cyclones. While our simu-

lations indicate that a midlevel primary maximum and

(occasional) upper-level secondary maximum is most

likely, it remains possible for a single maximum in per-

turbation temperature to occur, and for that maximum

to be at upper levels, depending on the vertical profiles

of static stability and mean descent. While the vertical

structure of stability in themean tropical troposphere is

well known, we simply have no knowledge of whether

the vertical structure of vertical velocity in our ideal-

ized simulations is representative of real tropical cy-

clones. We will further investigate the structure and

variability of descent in the eye of simulated tropical

cyclones in Part II of this study.While there is little hope

of doing the same for real storms, we may soon be able

to answer the question of where the warm core is typi-

cally maximized in such storms, from advances in mi-

crowave instruments (Brown et al. 2007), and from the

high-altitude release of dropsondes from unmanned

aerial vehicles.
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